Cloud computing, a novel distributed paradigm to provide powerful computing capabilities, is usually adopted by developers and researchers to execute complicated IoT applications such as complex workflows. In this scenario, it is fundamentally important to make an effective and efficient workflow application scheduling and execution by fully utilizing the advantages of the cloud (as virtualization and elastic services). However, in the current stage, there is relatively few research for workflow scheduling in cloud environment, where they usually just bring the traditional methods directly into cloud. Without considering the features of cloud, it may raise two kinds of problems: (1) The traditional methods mainly focus on static resource provision, which will cause the waste of resources; (2) They usually ignore the performance fluctuation of virtual machines on the physical machines, therefore it will lead to the estimation error of task execution time. To address these problems, a novel mechanism which can estimate the probability distribution of subtask execution time based on background VM load series over physical machines is proposed. An elastic performance fluctuations-aware stochastic scheduling algorithm is introduced in this paper. The experiments show that our proposed algorithm can outperform the existing algorithms in several metrics and can relieve the influence of performance fluctuations brought by the dynamic nature of cloud.
Introduction
With the rapid development of Internet, a novel paradigm of IT called the Internet of Things (IoT) is rapidly gaining ground in our lives. The basic idea is to utilize the pervasive presence of a variety of things or objects (such as RFID, sensors and other sensing devices) connected to the Internet, to facilitate the information exchange and communication in order to achieve intelligent identification, monitoring, analysis and processing [1] . In this context, IoT was used not only in people's daily life such as domotics and e-health, but also in some areas of scientific computing such as meteorological analysis, high energy physics, and bioinformatics. Hereinto, a lot of widely distributed sensors and detectors will be cooperating with each other, whereas massive data will be collected, integrated and analyzed according to certain process [1] . In the light of this, the IoT application can usually be denoted as a workflow application (such as BLAST in Bioinformatics [2] , Montage in Astronomy [3] and AMS in High Energy Physics [4]), which is abstracted into a set of subtasks with data-dependence. Due to the large amount of data and complex structure, the large-scale computing facilities are needed to support them. Recently, with the development of cloud computing technologies, researchers began to focus on using cloud environments as the infrastructure platform to execute workflow applications [5] , [6] . In contrast to Grids and other traditional HPC (high performance computing) systems, cloud computing has several advantages [7] : configurable virtual execution environment, more robust execution environment, on-demand and elastic resource provision. In order to utilize these promising features of cloud, it is fundamentally important to make an effective and efficient workflow scheduling [7] .
However, in the current stage, there are relatively few research focused on this problem, where most of them just bring the traditional methods directly into cloud. For them, the typical procedure of workflow scheduling in cloud environment can be specified as three steps [8] - [12] : (1) provide VMs to workflow; (2) allocate VMs onto physical machines; (3) schedule the subtasks of workflows. Without considering the features of cloud mentioned above, these solutions may bring several problems:
(1) The existing methods mainly focus on static resource provision, where the number of VMs is estimated and allocated before scheduling and remains unchanged during execution. However, due to the complexity of workflow, it is quite difficult to estimate the number of VMs accurately; meanwhile, the requirement of resources may vary at the different stages of workflow running. As it did not consider the elastic allocation of VMs, thus it would not only lead to worse performance, but also cause the waste of resources, as shown in Fig. 1 . (2) In order to improve the resource utilization, cloud environments tend to deploy multiple VMs on a single physical resource (multi-core system). In our previ- Fig. 1 The waste of resources in traditional scheduling algorithm.
Copyright c 2014 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers ous work [13] , we have found that: as the different VMs may share certain resources of physical machine (such as CPU, memory, HDD and network), it may lead to the performance uncertainty of VMs It means that different VM allocation will affect the execution performance of workflow jobs. However, the existing methods ignored this issue where the VM provision is thought to be transparent to workflow scheduling procedure. Therefore, the overall execution performance of workflow application may degrade.
To address these problems, while taking full advantage of virtualization and elastic resource provision concepts, the elastic workflow scheduling model for cloud environment is presented in this paper, where each subtask of workfolw will be bounded to one VM to achieve more fine-grained on-demand resource provision. Then, based on the performance analysis of multi-VMs over same physical machine, a novel mechanism, which is able to estimate the probability distribution of subtask execution time over physical machines is proposed. Then, a performance fluctuationaware stochastic scheduling algorithm is introduced, the objective is to maximize resources utilization while satisfying a user-defined deadline. The experiment results show that our mechanism can outperform the existing works in several metrics and can relieve the influence of performance fluctuations in cloud.
Related Works
In the current stage, there are relatively few research for workflow scheduling under cloud environment, where most of them just reused the traditional methods directly into cloud without considering the unique features of cloud. For example, Matsunaga et al. ran BLAST workflow application onto virtualization-based cloud environment, and verified the feasibility of using cloud computing to achieve workflow applications [5] . Juve et al. [6] executed Montage application onto Amazon EC2 platform, where the results show that it can achieve a more economical way to run workflow application. For scheduling algorithms, Durillo et al. [8] proposed a Pareto-based workflow scheduling algorithm called MOHEFT by using realistic energy consumption and performance models for task executions. Yuan [9] presented a data placement and workflow scheduling mechanism for cloud environment, where the datasets with high correlation will be placed to the same data center to accelerate execution. Szabo [10] proposed an evolutionary approach for task allocation on public clouds by considering data transfer and execution time. Rahman et al. [11] proposed a dynamic criticalpath-based adaptive workflow scheduling algorithm which determines efficient mapping of subtasks to resources dynamically by calculating the critical path. These algorithms are based on static VM provision, where a fixed number of VMs will be pre-allocated and keeps static during workflow execution. Without allocating VMs on the demand, they not only led to worse performance, but also caused the waste of resources.
Recently, some researchers began to consider improving the workflow scheduling execution performance and system resource utilization with flexible resources allocation. Hereinto, Byun et al. [14] proposed a elastic resource allocation supported workflow scheduling algorithm PBTS. The whole execution process was divided into several parts, where the best number of VMs in each interval was estimated to achieve elastic resource allocation and improve the resource utilization. Abrishami et al. [15] designed two kinds of partial critical path based workflow algorithm which aims to minimizes the total execution cost of a workflow, while satisfying a user-defined deadline and improving the resource utilization. Although all these works can improve the resource utilization to some extent, considering the coarse-grained resource allocation and management only, they still cannot avoid the waste of resources.
On the other hand, the VM provision is always thought to be transparent to workflow scheduling procedure in the current works, where the assumption is that different VM placement will not affect the performance. However, several studies have indicated that, the performance of VMs located on the same physical machine will be affected by each other, which will lead to the uncertainty of performance. Hereinto, Schad [16] , Meng [17] and our previous work [13] conducted a series of performance measurements on the Amazon EC2 as well as the cloud center of Southeast University(SEUCloud). The results indicated that not only in EC2 platform but also in SEUCloud, the performance of CPU, memory, HDD and network were suffering uncertainty, which were caused by the resource sharing and contention between VMs. Furthermore, the performance fluctuation of VM will explicitly lead to the estimation error of task execution time; thus it will also affect the execution performance of the entire workflow.
In summary, the current workflow scheduling for cloud still has many shortcomings. Therefore, a novel workflow scheduling mechanism which can not only guarantee the execution performance of workflows by adapting the performance fluctuation of VMs, but also improve the overall resource utilization, is needed.
Elastic Workflows Scheduling Model in Cloud Environment
In the traditional way, the procedure of workflow scheduling in cloud environment includes three steps: (1) provide VMs to workflow; (2) allocate VMs onto physical machines; (3) schedule the subtasks of workflow, in which the VMs provision and allocation are isolated with subtask scheduling. However, as workflow requires different number of VMs at different stage, while different VM allocation may affect the performance of relative subtask, the traditional scheduling model is not suitable anymore. Therefore, we will introduce an elastic scheduling model, which integrates VM provision, allocation and subtask scheduling together during workflow scheduling procedure. The explanation is as follows.
(1) Workflow application and subtasks • A workflow can be abstracted into a set of subtasks with data-dependence and execution order which can be described as DAG (directed acyclic graph).
• Each workflow has a user-defined deadline, which means the workflow needs to be finished before certain time. (2) Cloud resources
• Each physical machine is a multi-core system.
• The cloud provider offers several types of VMs with different processing power (CPU, memory, etc.) corresponding to different physical machines. • A task may have different processing times on different VM types.
• VMs can be deployed and released at any time. (3) Workflow scheduling procedure
• The goal is to guarantee workflows deadline while maximizing the resource utilization.
• In order to make on-demand scheduling, each subtask is bound to a certain VM, where the life cycle of VM corresponds to the start time and finish time of this subtask. Therefore, one subtask can be equivalent to one VM in this paper.
• During each subtask scheduling step, a most proper physical machine is chosen to run certain subtask, where a certain type of VM will be allocated to that subtask as the practical execution environment. The workflow running paradigm is depicted in Fig. 2 .
Based on this model, in order to realize the effective workflow scheduling under cloud environment, we first need to make a more accurate task execution time estimation by considering performance fluctuation of VMs. Then a stochastic workflow scheduling algorithm should be proposed.
Performance Fluctuation based Task Execution Time Estimation Mechanism
In the existing works, the resource provision and allocation are usually separated with subtask scheduling phase, where the assumption is that the allocation of VMs will not affect its performance. However, in our previous work, we found that running multi-VMs would surely have some impact on their performance, as shown in Fig. 3 . Furthermore, we define the average available performance ratio (APR) of a VM as the ratio between the actual available performance of this VM with resource contention and the ideal performance without any contention. Then, the relationship between APR and the number of VMs running on the same physical machines can be generally fitted by inverse relationship (especially for memory, HDD and network), which is described as formula 1 (c 1 and c 2 are coefficients). The larger number of VMs run on the same physical machine the lower APR value of each VM will be.
On the other hand, in general, the objective of IoT workflow applications is to analyze and process massive data. Therefore, most of the subtasks in workflow are data-intensive tasks, where the main operations are to read and write massive data from local HDD and shared network storage). For the simplicity of discussion, this paper mainly focuses on data-intensive workflow applications. Under this situation, as VM performance curves of HDD and network I/O can be fitted by inverse function perfectly, the APR of VM running a data-intensive subtask can be simplified to APR = 1/num(c 1 = 1 and c 2 = 0). As the number of VMs running on certain physical machine may vary with different time, we need to consider the dynamic performance changes during task execution time estimation.
Definition 1: As indicated in formula 1, the execution time of a data-intensive task is strongly related to the average number of background VMs on the same physical machine(we will use 'VM load' as an alternative). Then, the task execution time estimation model can be specified as formula 2, where T start denotes task start time; T ideal exec denotes task ideal time without any other VMs on the same physical machine which can be obtained by using several traditional performance analysis method (such as benchmark technique or historical based statistical method); T act exec denotes task estimated execution time on certain physical 
In practical environment, l(t) is usually described as a discrete-time approximation with a sampling interval of Δ(such as 1 min), denoted as l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l k , . . . , where l k is the VM load value on certain physical machine in the kth sampling interval [k · Δ, (k + 1) · Δ). Based on [18] and our previous work [19] the VM load in the future can be predicted by linear time series prediction model(such as Auto-Regressive). However, as the point prediction value cannot fit real value perfectly, the VM load of certain sampling interval can be denoted as a random variable L k by using Box-Jenkins notation [18] , there is L k =l k + a k , wherê l k is the point prediction value of k-th sampling interval; a k is the prediction error which obeys a normal distribution
Based on discrete VM load series, the situation of VM load during subtask execution is depicted in Fig. 4 . Then, AV L can be redefined in formula 3, where TL is the total Combined with formula 2-3, T act exec can also be represented as a random variable with correlation to T start . Then, in order to grasp the information of task estimated execution time, the expectation and probability density function of T act exec should be calculated. 
2) The definition of histogram based PDF of T end
In order to use histogram method, the range of T end can be divided into n intervals according to Δ as formula 6. Then, the PDF of T end can be defined as follows. 
3) Calculating the p i corresponding to each H i
As shown in Fig. 6 On the other hand, according to the right part of formula 2, the upper and lower bound of AV L can be obtained by substituting T act exec with H i .ub − T start and H i .lb − T start respectively, which is shown in formula 10.
Then, the relevant p i can be calculated as formula 11. Similarly, the p i for each interval of H(T end ) can also be calculated. 
Performance Fluctuation Based Stochastic Workflow Scheduling Algorithm

Problem Formulation
Definition 3: Assume that cloud environment consists of several types of heterogeneous resources which can be defined as M = {T ype, P, L}. T ype(i) is the set of i-th type physical machines. V j ) is the data transfer time between V i and V j . As the main operation of data-intensive task is to read and write massive data from local HDD or shared network storage during task execution, there is only few data (such as some core intermediate data) needed to be transferred to the successor subtasks after certain subtask finished. Meanwhile, the network is usually homogeneous in a data center. Therefore, we can assume that the data transfer time between two subtasks is fixed and also relatively much shorter than execution time.
P(t) is the set of physical machines with VMs loads at time t, P(t) m is the m-th used physical machine in P(t). L is set of resource local load information, where L(P(t) m ) is the future load value on physical machine P(t) m , L(P(t) m
) = {L i (P(t) m )|i = 1, 2, . . . , ∞},
Performance Fluctuation Based Stochastic Workflow
Scheduling Algorithm
According to Sect. 4, since the performance of subtask execution will be fluctuated with background VM load on the certain physical machine, in order to make an effective workflow scheduling for cloud environment, a Performance-Fluctuation-based online Stochastic workflow scheduling algorithm, called PFS , is proposed. It is divided into two stages: sub-deadline assignment and stochastic subtask scheduling.
(1) Sub-deadline assignment In order to guarantee the deadline constraint of workflow, we need to pre-divide global deadline of whole workflow into sub-deadlines for each subtask according to workflow structure. In this paper, the sub-deadlines will be determined by using critical path concept. Based on this, the longest path from entry node to exit node through V i , denoted as LP(V i ), is equal to Blevel(V i ) + T level(V i ), and the critical path length (CPL) is equal to max V i ∈V {LP(V i )}, where each subtask on critical path has the same LP. We define the current executable interval (CEI(t)) as the interval between total deadline and current time t. Then, the deadline of each unfinished subtask V i can be calculated proportionally according to the ideal average execution time of each unfinished subtask on LP(V i ) at time t (denoted as LP (V i , t) ). In detail, the sub-deadline of each
Blevel(V
Fig . 7 The calculation of sub-deadline for subtasks with all SD.
subtask (S D) on the longest path via V i is defined as formula 15, where S ucc(V j ) LP(V i ,t) is the successor of V j on the longest path via V i at time t, LP(V i , t) − t denotes the remaining length of this LP at time t.
The formula 15 will be calculated recursively from bottom to top, where the subdeadline of the exit node is equal to the overall deadline of workflow job, as S D(V exit ) = Deadline global . Then, the final sub-deadline of each subtask V j of workflow at current time t is calculated as formula 16, which is shown in Fig. 7 . This sub-deadline assignment phase should be repeated at each scheduling step. When a subtask is ready to run, the sub-deadline will be recalculated according to formula 13-16 with the latest execution information.
S D(V j ) = min
At the subtask scheduling phase, in order to guarantee the global deadline of whole workflow, the currently ready subtask V i should be finished before the relevant S D(V i ). On the premise of this constraint, we should allocate subtask V i with certain VM onto the most proper physical machine with high VM load to maximize the utilization of the whole cloud environment. As the task execution time T act exec is a random variable, the formula 17 should be satisfied, where EFT is the earliest finish time of V i on P(t) m , U(P(t) m ) denotes the utilization of P(t) m which can be calculated according to VM load information. If no physical machine in P(t) can meet V i s sub-deadline, a new physical machine of T ype(s) without any background VM load (denoted as P T ype(s) ), which can meet V i s sub-deadline with lowest power, will be allocated to V i . The process is shown in Fig. 8 .
Based on this, the PFS algorithm is formalized in Fig. 9 . After a new subtask is ready for running, the online scheduling process will be triggered, which mainly consists of three parts: calculate sub-deadline, calculate the T act exec and utilization onto each physical machine. According to Fig. 7 , the last two phases should be repeated P(t) + |T ype| times in a worst case, meanwhile the T act exec calculation needs a n time cycles(the number of rectangles), and the calculation of utilization needs only simple statistics operation, the complexity of each schedule step is O(|V| + (P(t) + |T ype|) · (EFT + U)) ≈ O(|V| + P(t) * max{n}).
Experiment and Discussion
In this section, the performance of task execution estima- Fig. 10 The hardware architecture of SEUCloud. Fig. 11 The structure of AMS workflow.
tion time mechanism and PFS algorithm is presented respectively in comparison to the existing relevant mechanisms to verify its effectiveness.
Experimental Setup
Our experiments and evaluations are performed on SEUCloud -the cloud platform of Southeast University which provides configurable and on-demand computing clusters and the collaborative environment for scientists [13] . SEUCloud is composed of hundreds of blade servers, several rack servers and a SAN Storage System, which also employs virtualization technologies by using KVM and Openstack, as shown in Fig. 10 .
Based on the real world application "AMS experiment job" running on SEUCloud, we generate the AMS workflow as the data-intensive workflow test set, whose topology is shown in Fig. 11 . The experiment parameters are described in Fig. 12 , where P(t 0 ) is the initial physical machine set with VM load, T ideal exec is the mean value of all subtask execution time on dedicated machine, ch f is the extent of DAGs heterogeneity, EL and DL are the expectation and standard deviation of VM load series, where the real world VM load series sets [19] are used as the EL of each P(t) m . Moreover, as illuminated in [18] , as the mean squared error of AR model is no more than 0.1% in most case, DL is assigned in [0, 0.1EL], and Δ is 5min. Fig. 12 The parameter setting of experiment. Fig. 13 The comparison of T ideal exec , T act exec and T real .
The Performance Analysis of Task Execution Time Estimation Mechanism
In this section, we run data reconstruction task (typical dataintensive task) in AMS experiment to verify the effectiveness of task execution estimation approach, where the task real execution time is compared to the estimated execution times. Hereinto, we will control the deployment and release of VMs by Openstack according to the VM load trace, where if the load value is not an integer, the fractional part will be denoted as a VM with proportional interval. For example, when VM load is 2.5 at time t, it means there are three VMs, two of them have 5min life cycle, another has 2.5min life cycle. In On the other hand, as the task execution time estimation mechanism proposed in this paper has already considered the impact of background VM load information on the task execution performance explicitly, it can obtain much more accurate results for data-intensive task. 
The Performance Analysis of PFS
In this part, we mainly focus on evaluating the performance of PFS algorithm with several related scheduling algorithms, which are described as follows:
• T rad D static algorithm: The traditional deadline based online scheduling algorithm [12] without considering performance fluctuation while VM provision is static.
• PBT S static algorithm: The PBTS algorithm [14] (as mentioned in Sect. 2) without considering performance fluctuation.
• PFS E(act) algorithm: The PFS algorithm with the expectation of VM load.
The performance metrics are as follows:
• Job Completion Rate (JCR): the ratio of jobs which can meet the deadline constraint.
JCR = Numbero f completedwork f lows Numbero f allwork f lows
• Effective Resource Utilization (EU): the effective resource utilization for one workflow execution.
EU = S ubtasksExecutionT ime V MsU sageT ime
• Average Global Resource Utilization (AGU): the average utilization of all used physical machines in global sight (include background VM load), where denominator is the overall resource capacity.
AGU = E f f ectiveV MsU sageT ime allusedmachine Numbero f Cores * T imeInterval
The first experiment is to compare JCR, EU and AGU with respect to the number of subtasks |V| while the number of used physical machines at initial time t 0 as |P(t 0 )| is 6 and deadline is 2 * CPL, as shown in Fig. 14(a-c) . It indicates that with the increment of |V|, the JCR, EU and AGU of each algorithm are decreasing to some extent. Hereinto, PFS algorithm always produces much better JCR and EU performance, while obtains a little worse AGU performance. The reasons are that: for T rad D static and PBT S static , as the impact of background VM load on the subtask execution performance is ignored, the estimated task execution times are much shorter than real execution time. Therefore, it may lead to the erroneous scheduling decisions where the finish time of several subtasks will overpass the relevant sub-deadline. Then, the global deadline constraint may not be satisfied. And when |V| is larger, this phenomena will happen more frequently. Thus, it will lead to much lower JCR performance. Moreover, as the number of VMs is pre-provide and keeps static during workflow scheduling in T rad D static , it may have a lot of wastage of resources. Therefore, the EU is lower than PBT S static in which a coarse-grained elastic VM provision is considered to optimize resource utilization to some extent. For PFS E(act) and PFS , as the performance fluctuation of VMs is considered, the difference between estimated execution time and real execution time of subtasks is quite small. Therefore, the much more accurate scheduling information can be obtained and this leads to better JCR performance than T rad D static and PBT S static . However, only utilizing expectation information (point value based estimated information) of VM load series may inevitably cause some prediction errors, thus the JCR of PFS E(act) is little lower than PFS . Besides, due to considering a fine-grained elastic VM provision where each subtask is bound to certain VM with same life cycle, EU of PFS and PFS E(act) are better than others. Furthermore, as the estimated execution time of PFS is larger than T rad D static and PBT S static , more idle physical machines may be needed to meet the deadline constraint, which will lead to slightly lower AGU. In this situation, as the JCR performance of T rad D static and PBT S static is much worse, the better AGU performance of them is meaningless.
The second experiment is to compare the JCR, EU and AGU of four algorithms with respect to the |P(t 0 )| while |V| is 100 and deadline is 2 * CPL, as shown in Fig. 14(d-f) . Figure 14(d) indicates that with the increment of |P(t 0 )|, JCR of PFS E(act) , T rad D static and PBT S static are decreasing while FPS s is stable. Hereinto, PFS algorithm always produces much better JCR performance. The reason is that: when |P(t 0 )| is large, the T rad D static and PBT S static will schedule more subtask onto loaded physical machines which will cause much more attenuation of subtask's execution performance. Thus, the sub-deadline of several subtasks may not be satisfied, then the JCR will decrease sharply. For PFS E(act) , as the probability distribution of subtask execution time has not been considered during scheduling, it will also lead to a little performance attenuation of JCR, which is caused by the prediction error of poing value. And as PFS can utilize much more accurate scheduling information, it can always obtain much better JCR performance. getting smaller. It is because that when |P(t 0 )| increases, there are not enough subtasks which can be scheduled on to the loaded physical machines to fill the spare part of these machines by using T rad D static or PBT S static algorithms. Therefore, AUG will decrease. On the other hand, as the estimated subtask execution time in PFS is much larger than T rad D static or PBT S static , in order to meet sub-deadline of each subtask, PFS will not try to fill all loaded physical machines as much as possible. Therefore, different |P(t 0 )| will make a very little performance impact on PFS .
The third experiment is to compare the JCR, EU and AGU of four algorithms with respect to deadline while |V| is 100 and |P(t 0 )| is 6, as shown in Fig. 14(g-i) . Figure 14(g) indicates that with the increment of deadline, JCR of all algorithms are increasing. Hereinto, PFS algorithm always produces much better JCR performance. The reason is that when deadline increases, there are much more chances that T rad D static or PBT S static can meet the sub-deadline of each subtasks even though the performance estimation error of task execution time still exists. On the other hand, as the same situation with Figure 14 (e), because different deadline value may not affect the scheduling method of all algorithms, the EU in Fig. 14(h) are stable. At last, Fig. 14(i) indicates that with the increment of deadline, AGU of PFS and PFS E(act) are increasing. It is because that when deadline increases, PFS algorithm can utilize the current loaded physical machine more effectively to satisfy sub-deadlines, and does not need to provide more new physical machines. Therefore, the AGU is increasing significantly.
In summary, the PFS algorithm proposed in this paper can outperform the existing algorithm in JCR, EU and AGU metrics and can relieve the influence of performance fluctuations that were brought by dynamic nature of cloud.
Conclusion
In this paper, in order to take full advantage of virtualization and elastic resource provision, the workflow elastic scheduling model for cloud environment is presented firstly. Then, a performance fluctuation based task execution time estimation mechanism is proposed, where the probability distribution of subtask execution time can be accurately estimated according to the background VM load series of physical machines in the future time. Utilizing much more effective and accurate scheduling information, a performance fluctuations-aware stochastic scheduling algorithm (PFS ) is then introduced. The objective is to maximize the resource utilization with deadline constraint. The experiments show that PFS can get much better job completion ratio with only a little utilization attenuation compared with the traditional deadline based scheduling mechanisms which had not considered performance fluctuation.
On the other hand, the current subtask scheduling method of PFS can be improved further. Now the scheduling step will be triggered only if one subtask is ready to run. Without considering the global structures of workflow, the scheduling scheme may be myopic. Hence in the future, we may consider the hierarchical scheduling concept, where at each scheduling step, several subtasks in a layer will be scheduled at the same time. Then, the critical subtask can be found and scheduled first to further guarantee the execution performance. Besides, the dynamic critical path techniques will be introduced to optimize the scheduling procedure.
